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The object-oriented paradigm focuses on behavioral and
structural characteristics of entities as complete units. It is
concept- centric (holistic) in that it focuses on all the types of
features that constitute any given concept. The paradigm
encompasses and supports the following pillars (first
principles) [3]:
1) Abstraction: involves the formulation of
representations by focusing on similarities and differences
among a set of entities to extract intrinsic essential
characteristics (relevant common features) and avoid extrinsic
incidental characteristics (irrelevant distinguishing features) in
order to define a single representation having those
characteristics that are relevant to defining every element in
the set.
2) Encapsulation: involves the packaging of
representations by focusing on the hiding of details to
facilitate abstraction, where specifications are used to describe
what an entity is and what an entity does and implementations
are used to describe how an entity is realized.
3) Inheritance: involves the relating and reusing of
existing representations to define new representations.
4) Polymorphism: involves the ability of new
representations to be defined as variations of existing
representations, where new implementations are introduced
but specifications remain the same such that a specification
has many implementations.
These pillars are used to facilitate communication,
increase productivity and consistency, and enable the
management of change and complexity within problemsolving efforts.

Abstract - The paper explores major issues in the design of
Agent based distributed controllers for Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM). We discuss a laboratory based application
that provides the basic structure for a detailed implementation of
industrial scale.
Index Terms -Agents, Object Oriented Paradigm.
I. INTRODUCTION

The Intelligent Agent Based Framework for Systems
Control is becoming a widely researched area and it has
various applications in manufacturing systems, office
information systems as well as in communication systems. In
an agent-based system, entities (e.g., parts) and resources
(e.g., material handling devices, machines, cells, departments)
are modeled as holonic structures that use intelligent agents to
function in a cooperative manner so as to accomplish
individual as well as system-wide objectives [1]. To overcome
the structural rigidity and lack of flexibility, negotiation
mechanisms for real time task allocation are used. A good
example of such a system is the one proposed by Breemen et
al [2]. In the context of Computer Integrated Manufacturing,
implementation of distributed control provides a typical
application area for Agent based systems. Despite the inherent
attractiveness of the natural mapping between Agent paradigm
and distributed control, implementation of such controllers
pose difficult problem of real-time coordination. These
problems have to be addressed at all three phases of design,
validation/verification and implementation of a system.
In this work, we present an Object Oriented approach to
developing Intelligent Agents that would satisfy the
requirements of such an agent-based system. The Object
Oriented approach is used for developing internal and external
structure of the Agent. The modules deal with various aspects
of the agent such as communication, intelligence, sensory
perception and error diagnostics.
A visual programming language is used for developing
software modules of the Agents and a CIM system is used as
the basis for experimental design. The CIM system contains
two robots, which emulate two assembly Agents, and another
module is implemented as an order-processing Agent - which
does the scheduling of assembly tasks of the system.
A. Object Oriented Paradigm
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B. Definition of an Agent
Agents are considered

autonomous (i.e.,
independent, capable of making internal choices), reactive
(i.e., responding to events), pro-active (i.e., initiating actions
of their own volition), and social (i.e., communicative).
Sometimes a stronger notion is added (beliefs, desired,
intentions) realising intention notions for agents. Agents vary
in their abilities; e.g., they can be static or mobile, or may or
may not be intelligent. Each agent may have its own task
and/or role [2, 4].
Different kinds of Agent architectures have been
proposed: reactive architectures, behavior based architectures,
deliberative architectures and hybrid architectures [5]. In
section II we present the proposed architecture and in section
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III we describe an experiment conducted based on the
proposed architecture. Section IV concludes with a discussion
of current results and future scope.

implemented in these three modules.
The Logic module is the real time decision maker

of the Agent. Each event identifiable with the particular Agent
is communicated to the DM Module and an embedded Petri
net model implements the event coordination according to the
specifications provided at design time. Following this the
DMM issues commands to the Do Event module which in

II. STRUCTURE OF THE AGENT (INTERNAL DESIGN)

The Agent Class
The Agent is essentially a collection of Hardware and
software modules assembled to conform to Object Oriented
design considerations [6]. The Agent class provides the
necessary blue print for the particular environment (in this
paper a computer integrated manufacturing system is
considered) for which the Agents are designed. In this regard
we define a common Agent template called Agent Class. Once
the Agent class is fully designed, it is possible to create and
destroy Agents in the distributed network as and when
required [7]. The internal architecture of a typical agent is
shown in Fig. 1 & Fig. 2. Each agent consists of a software
component and a hardware component and each component is
considered an object on its own right.
The Agents communicate with each other in the
environment using a structured language through a welldefined interface and a communication network, which link all
the agents. The language constructs are well thought out and
properly documented in a data dictionary and should be
adequate for handling any situation in the Agent environment.
The Agent Class consists of following types of modules
(objects): The Logic Module, Do Event Module,
Check-Event Module, Controller and a Hardware Device. A
typical Agent would essentially inherit the Logic Module,
Do-Event Module, Check Event Module, Communication
Controller and the Communication Device (Fig. 3).
The autonomy enjoyed by the Agent is implemented
using three modules (objects) working in parallel. The Logic
Module, Check Event Module and Do Event module
provides the necessary decision making ability to the Agent.
The Agent reacts to state changes in the system by initiating
new events. (Fig. 4) The Petri net model of the controller is
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Fig. 3 Essential internal object classes (modules) and relationships.

turn issues commands to the other objects to execute
operations required to bring about necessary state changes in
the Agent. In fact this corresponds to a particular
implementation of a supervisory controller [8].
Once the possible events are identified, the DMM
executes a routine that decides on the best possible event to be
initiated. This routine learns from past situations and relies on
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Agent environment. When requested by the intelligent
modules, the communication controller interprets the
messages and sends them to the communication devices for
broadcast through the communication network.
In addition, when a message is received from a broadcast
by another Agent through the communication device, the
communication controller looks for identification tags that
show whether the incoming message is intended for the
particular Agent. If the message is for the Agent concerned, it
will then interpret the message so the intelligent modules can
make a decision on the new information available. Primarily
the messages are for requesting a state change or notifying
state changes that affect the states of the Agent concerned.
Other modules support in acquiring sensory data from
various hardware devices or controlling hardware devices,
which belong to the Agent (e.g. Robots, DAQ, communication
devices, etc.).
III. A SIMPLE PROBLEM

rules dictated during initial programming in deciding the best
possible outcome. Once the most appropriate event is decided,
the decision is communicated to the Do Event module.
The Do Event Module contains a database of all
the controllable events of the Agent. Once a decision is made
by the DMM and is communicated to the Do Event module it
would then check for a reference in the database for the
particular event. Once the required event details are identified,
The Check Event Module contains a database of
possible events defined in the context of the Agent. This is an
event driven real time module, which is ideally the sentinel of
the Agent. Thus, whenever the Agent is subjected to a change
of state, this module maps it to one of the elements in its
database of possible events. This is then communicated to the
DMM.
B. The Communicating Agent
The communication in the Agent environment is a twotier operation. It consists of both internal communication and
'self-talk' within the Agent and the communication between
Agents or 'socialisation' of the Agents.
Internal communication occurs at a very fundamental
hardware level and this is directly controlled by the Agent's
internal software. Sensor information is the most common
type of information communicated internally. In addition, the
communication between modules in the Agent takes place on
these communication channels.
The more complex 'socialisation' (Fig. 5) needs of the
Agent are realised with the external communication channels
available in the Agent environment. To achieve successful
interaction between the Agents an environment specific
Agent-to-Agent communication language is used. The syntax
used is simple yet powerful enough to convey needs of each
Agent. Changes in the CIM environment necessitate changes
to the Agent-to-Agent communication language. The
vocabulary of the language is well documented in a data
dictionary which is referred by the Communication Controller
module when interpreting the messages to and from Agents.
The external communication is implemented through two
modules in the Agent, one being software and the other
hardware. The communication controller acts as the
interpreter between external environment and the internal
environment. It initiates any communication between the two
environments and the communication device is the interface
between the external communication channels and the
communication controller.
The communication controller holds the data dictionary of the

A simple problem is discussed to illustrate the practical
use of this Agent Architecture. The problem discussed here is
implemented on a CIM Training System (Type: FAJ-01)
available in the Department of Production Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering, University of Peradeniya. The CIM
system consists of two robot arms (6 - axis Mitsubishi
Movemaster series) - Agent 1 & Agent 2, a conveyor belt
serving the two robot arms and two storage buffers - Agent 3.
The unit is configured in the following manner,
The first robot - Agent 1 (RH-M2) picks up work-pieces
presented to it in the first storage buffer and loads it into the
conveyor - Agent 3. The conveyor carries it to the next robot
(RV-M2) - Agent 2. It unloads the work piece and stores it in
the second buffer. This cycle is repeated.
The CIM system was intended for study purposes of CIM
and simulates a multi task factory. The original system was
pre programmed to work in a sequential manner for which a
couple of PLCs were used. For Agent implementation the
system had to be decentralised. Therefore, the robots external
I/Os were disabled and each of these agents software modules
were implemented on separate PCs. (Microsoftg Windows
95® running on Compaq Deskpro computers).
A. Agent Class Implementation-Software Architecture
Agent class (software implementation) comprises of

following objects, HMInterface Controller, Check-Event,
Environment Knowledgebase,
DMM,
Robot Controller,
Communication Controller,
Hardware Controller and the Database Controller.
HMInterface Controller module provides the Human Machine Interface for the Agent. The module provides a
template for the user interface, where user controllable
properties of the Agent can be accessed.
Check Event module utilises an IF:THEN:ELSE
structure to identify the originator of events (i.e.
Hardware Controller, Communication Controller, etc) and a
CASE: SELECT structure is used in evaluating the Events.
Do Event,

Fig. 5 Socialization of Agents
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If Originated-from-Hardware Controller Then

Local Area Network. The Data Dictionary used for this
experiment is listed in Table I. Sentences are formed by
linking words with underscores and meaning varies on the
context of the Agent addressed. Eg. "Block Ready" in the
context of Agent 1 refers to a new work piece available at the
first buffer for removal and the same sentence in the context
of Agent 2 refers to a loaded pallet from which a work piece
can be removed by the Agent and stored in the second buffer.
The Hardware Controller module acts as Data
Acquisition controller, monitoring various sensors real time
and updating the event handler modules as required. The
Database Controller is the Database controller of the Agent. It
provides the database services to the Agent's DMM.

Select Case Message-from-the-controller-is
Case Pallet-has-arrived
Event- I -has-occured
End Select
TABLE I
SIMPLE DATA DICTIONARY

Word

Comment

Block
Ready
Pallet
Load(ed)
Empty

Work piece
Ready for action
Pallet on the conveyor
(v) Load
Empty (_pallet)

B. Agent Implementation
Once the objects are defined thus it is now possible to
derive the Agents required for the particular configuration.
For the simple problem described earlier, Agent 1 (Robot RHM2) effectively acts the role of a loader. The Agent is derived
from the three main modules (DMM, Check Event,
Do Event), communication controller, communication device,
robot controller and the robot arm (hardware module). (Fig 6)
The effective Petri net implemented in Agent 1 is shown in
7.
Fig

End If
For each controllable event of the Agent, a separate entry
is included in the Do Event module. A CASE:SELECT
structure is implemented in order to assess the state change
required by the DMM. Under each SELECT statement are the
necessary commands to be issued to the controllers in the
Agent. Once the event that needs to be fired is identified, the
Do Event module issues necessary commands needed to fire
the event.
e.g.
Select Case Event-No-needed to-be-fired
Case 1
Move-robot-arm-from-position- I -to-position-2
Case 3
Send-Message-to-Agent-2
End Select
For the DMM a CASE:SELECT Structure is used to make
the necessary decisions.
e.g.
Select Case Current-event
Case I
Check-for-possible-state-changes
Request-from-DooEvent-module-thenecessary-Event-to-make-the-best-possiblestate-change
Case 2

Upera

Check-for-possible-state-changes
Request-from-DooEvent-module-thenecessary-Event-to-make-the-best-possiblestate-change

Env
nowled
peration

Com.

End Select
The Environment Knowledgebase module contains the
specific data about the Agent and the Environment. Whenever
the Agent environment changes or the Agent is modified, this
module is updated accordingly.
The Robot Controller is the hardware controller module
used to communicate with the Robot-Arms used in the project.
This module uses the standard RS-232 interface to
communicate
with
the
Robot-Arm
and
the
Communication Controller provides the communication
interface between Agents in the environment. All the Agents
in the environment are hard wired to each other through a
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Fig.7 Petri net model of Agent 1

Agent 2 (Robot RV-M2) unloads the work pieces (blocks)
provided to it on the conveyor belt. Agent 2 is also derived
from the objects described in Agent 1. The effective Petri net
implemented in Agent 1 is shown in Fig 8.
Agent 3 is the Conveyor Belt .Work piece transportation
between Agents 1 & 2 is provided by the conveyor belt. In
this example, Agent 3 acts as a 'dumb' Agent. It only reacts to
requests by Agent 1 and transport the work pieces loaded on
to the pallet to Agent 2.
IV. CONCLUSION

Even though the discussed problem is relatively simple to
implement even without the Agent Architecture, the results
show much promise in the feasibility of applying Object
Oriented Agent Architectures in more complex manufacturing
situations. Once the basic software modules are created,
implementation of multiple Agents derived from them is a
relatively simple task. In addition, updates to the environment
and the Agents can be carried out with minimal disturbance to
the system.
The real time event driven approach used in developing
the software modules provide fast response to state changes in
the environment and is well suited for Petri net
implementations compared to the traditional use of sequential
programming.
With the results achieved through this experiment, a more
complex system is under consideration. This should provide
more insight into the practical use of the Agent structure
discussed in this paper.
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Fig.8 Petri net model of Agent 2
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